Message from the President

Striving to Be a Global Leader
Since its founding in April 2011, G-TEKT has been striving to meet
the expectations of all our stakeholders under our management
vision of aiming to be a leading global auto body frame component
manufacturer.
Hereafter, the business environment surrounding G-TEKT is
expected to become increasingly challenging. In order to achieve
sustainable growth over the long term in such a climate, we believe
that innovation in “core” fields that will further advance the four
areas of “Genba: work floor,” “Global,” “Grow up,” and “Green:
environment, safety and social contribution” is necessary.
Specifically, we will strive to enhance our corporate value and create
a system benefitting a global leader by not only making conventional
technical improvement, but also bringing in areas of sales and
human resources to this innovation.
G-TEKT will continue to move resolutely forward on our path to
become a global leader and make every effort to meet the
expectations of all our stakeholders as a responsible company that
plays a significant part of the automobile industry.

Year 2020 Vision G4-20

G4-20

(Twenty)

To aim to be a global leading expert manufacturer of parts for
automotive body and transmission by pursuing cutting edge
technology which conforms strictly to safety and environmental
requirements.

Genba
(Work Floor)
Creation of G-TEKT global standard
Establishment of production site optimal for each region

Green
(Environment/Safety/Social contribution)

Naohiro Takao

Innovative technologies

Deployment of an eco-friendly and
safety conscious business

Global
(Global)

President / President & Corporate Officer

Grow up

Establishment of the most affordable pricing
strategies for each region
Enhancing the global management

(Grow)
Upgrading of core technologies and acceleration of technological innovation
Creation of global human resources

Action requirements…Speed & Communication + Challenge
G-TEKT Philosophy
Management Principles

Management Vision

Management Objectives

Corporate Policies
Respect Human Dignity
Technological Innovation
Sound Management

Code of Conduct
To commit to self-development with mutual trust and affection
To pursue cutting-edge technology and offer the best product quality at a competitive and affordable price
To contribute to society self-initiatedly with intelligence and dexterity

To become a company that contributes to a low-carbon society by integrating cuttingedge technology with high quality product at an affordable price, while serving customers
around the globe to their fullest satisfaction.
“To aim to be a global leading expert manufacturer of parts for automotive body and
transmission by pursuing the cutting edge technology which conforms strictly to safety
and environmental requirements.”

Company Name

G-TEKT CORPORATION

Founded

April 1, 1947

Established

November 4, 1953

Capital

4,656,227,715 yen

Representative

Naohiro Takao, President / President & Corporate Officer

Lines of Business

Manufacturing and sales of auto body components and transmission parts, manufacturing and
sales of stamping dies, welding equipment, etc.

Number of Employees

7,751 (Consolidated) 1,206 (Japan) (as of September 30, 2015)
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